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The purpose of this thesis is to provide research, supporting paperwork, and 
production photographs that document the lighting design for the University of 
Maryland - College Park, School of Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies’ 
production of The Wild Party; book, lyrics, and music by Andrew Lippa. This thesis 
contains the following: research images collected to develop and visually 
communicate ideas about color, texture, intensity, form, composition, and mood to 
the production team; preliminary and final organization of desired equipment to 
execute the lighting design; a full set of drafting plates and supplementary paperwork 
used to communicate to the master electrician; and magic sheets and cue lists used as 
organizational tools for the lighting designer during the tech process. Archival 
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Chapter 1: The Pre-Production Design Process 
1.1: Lighting Design Concept Statement 
 
Queenie lies reclined in a single slanted spill of pale green sunlight, corrupted 
and polluted by the very room it darts through [research 1.2.4 F]. Burrs groggily 
stumbles in through the spill of day, his shadow crawling long and thick through the 
space as he trudges to the table [research 1.2.1 F]. As he sits reading the tabloid the 
agitated, jaundiced glare of the nearby lamp crawls under his brow casting unnatural 
shadows across his face as he starts to whip himself into a sexual frenzy over the 
violence he finds in the paper. Queenie’s calls interrupt him and send him into a 
violent rage. He attacks her with ferocity, his inky shadow eclipsing her body and the 
putrid green sunlight surging in his lechery. The world of The Wild Party collides in a 
battle between the harsh, shadowy lust and the feathery, tender longing. 
With the gentle flowing melody, the room recedes into darkness and Queenie 
is pulled from the oncoming blackness in the tight, lonely beam of a pearly white 
spotlight as we enter the vaudeville performance of her thoughts (“Out of the Blue”) 
[photo 4.2]. With each intensifying melody leading her from thoughts of nostalgic 
longing to a lust for revenge, dusty azure backlight streaks in, wrapping her in layer 
by layer of icy determination [research 1.2.3 A]. 
Black’s questions about her relationship with Burrs give Queenie pause. In the 
table lamp’s tender cream glow and with the piano’s delicate strain, she finds the 
words to express her yearning (“Maybe I Like It This Way”). The club around her 




aura with a trace of lavender delicacy [research 1.2.2 A] [photo 4.5]. Queenie sings 
mostly to herself, Black behind recedes into the gleam of a single streak of feathery 
slate: a present but almost forgotten member of the conversation. Burrs’ eyes gleam 
as he steps out of the shadows of the bar into a single slant of icy jealousy. He 
watches them from across the room like a pale specter [research 1.2.1 B]. In his softer 
moments of longing, accented by the rhythmic bongos, dusky pale green cuts into his 
frame, showing a man already conflicted and broken by the night’s events. Around 
Burrs, the club fractures into shadow as his pain builds into an inner lustful rage that 
erupts in a piercing white slash with a final screamed “No!” [photo 4.6] 
Burrs can feel it: Queenie has betrayed him. Groggy and drunk, he stumbles 
through smoky shafts of fragmented gaslight desperately searching for her amongst 
the shadows [research 1.2.1 D]. His eyes finally land on the dimly lit pair of Queenie 
and Black across the room, entangled in passion. His broken heart snaps in anger and 
the vengeful gaslight flares with the blasts of the brass, revealing the tarnished glint 
of a gun. Queenie’s pleading and screams for mercy finally find Burrs’ ears as the 
brass softens under the plodding of the piano. The gaslight eases with Queenie’s cries 
of longing and Black sees his opportunity. He pounces onto Burrs and a struggle 
ensues, punctuated by the fiery clap of the gun. Burrs staggers backward and falls 
dead to the ground in the deafening silence [research 1.2.1 A] [photo 4.9]. 
His life now in danger, Black rushes from the club, bursting through the door. 
The night has taken its toll. Once beaming in excitement, the club now lies empty, 
fractured, and cold. A lonely ray of silvery moonlight stretches through the door left 




The inky shadows of lust and vengeance have engulfed all light of hopeful longing. 
“How did we come to this?” Queenie asks herself, and with the final arpeggios of the 




1.2: Research Images 
1.2.1: Lust 
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1.3: Design Meetings 
 
The design process for The Wild Party started about nine months before 
opening night with a series of emails from Scot Reese, one of the directors of the 
production. He sent multiple thorough and complex analyses of the play, characters, 
and musical numbers to the whole team as a way of establishing a jumping off point 
prior to the first meeting. I felt like these breakdowns laid a clear foundation for the 
piece that Scot and Alvin Mayes, the directors, were looking to create and for the 
meetings to come. One especially intriguing attachment was a document that 
dramaturgically broke down the concept of presenting The Wild Party as an 
environmental piece of theatre, blurring the lines of distinction between the 
audience’s space and the actors’ space. 
During our concept meeting, Scot and Alvin talked a lot about the overall 
feeling of the play: the single-minded pursuit of pure selfish pleasure that almost 
always leads to destruction. They also particularly highlighted the vaudeville 
background for the characters of Queenie and Burrs. Instead of the apartment setting 
of the script and original poem, they felt like an immersive setting of a prohibition era 
nightclub lent itself more strongly to the presentational style of much of Andrew 
Lippa’s score, as well as the theatrical professions of the characters within. It was 
great to have directors with such a clear vision of the production they wanted to 
create. My challenge and lesson learned became how to find my personal point of 
view and way into a production concept clearly defined by the directors. We as a 
team also drew parallels with neo-noir storytelling, where characters are often 




desperation or a nihilistic moral system. This was a key moment for the future of the 
lighting because it led me to a grasp of the guttural emotions of the play and laid the 
groundwork for my conceptual approach to the lighting of the show.  
In our research meeting, I felt like the whole design team was perfectly in-
sync with each other. Emily Lotz, the scenic designer, brought numerous plates of 
research that started our talks about the club environment. After years of having to 
constantly fight for the inclusion of practical lighting in scenic designs, I was 
particularly happy to see a large variety of chandeliers, sconces, and table lamps 
within her imagery. I knew these touches would bring a life and realism into the 
environment that stage light would not be able to achieve by itself. At every step, 
Emily and I maintained close conversation about how her choices would impact mine 
and vice versa. Heather Jackson, the costume designer, brought in the energy and 
silhouettes of the bohemian and vaudeville artist communities from the late 20’s. 
Color was going to tell a strong story for each character, which always informs my 
decisions on how colorful the general lighting can be. With the similar but varied 
shades of reds, oranges, teals, and yellows in the costumes and set, I knew that the 
lighting palette would need to be tight so that my moments of color would carry more 
emotional weight and so the lighting could visually separate the actors from scenery. 
Together with my research, I identified icy blues and greens as the driving color 
palette for “lust” with golden ambers and pale lavenders forming the base palette for 
“longing.” 
The preliminary design meeting was an unfortunate experience. Up until that 




ground plan to the meeting and as we were looking over it Scot and Alvin seemed to 
contradict themselves. Up until that meeting, we had the discussed at length the 
concept of an immersive environment that the actors would be moving in and through 
with a few major areas such as the bar and stage areas. In contrast, their reactions to 
the set started expressing hesitancy to an in-the-round, immersive setup. Ideas of 
three-quarter thrust and immersion only through audience emotional inclusion were 
introduced and most of us sat there silently processing the new information and what 
it meant for the piece moving forward. As the discussion went on, we started 
reverting back to the original ground plan of three main areas (bar, banquet, stage) 
with ancillary areas spread throughout the space. I asked what the other spaces 
throughout the club would be, since I felt like while the three main areas were very 
developed, the rest of the theatre felt undefined. While I thought we were saying 
similar things there seemed to be a misunderstanding growing between one of the 
directors and myself. Unfortunately a portion of the meeting became heated. Andrew 
Cissna, my advisor at the time, and I spoke afterwards. He said I should monitor my 
vocal tone since instead of sounding curious or confused, I could have been 
interpreted as sounding annoyed. This became a great lesson for me of how tone and 
clarity are crucial, especially early in the process with new collaborators.  
The rest of our design meetings went very well and without incident, although 
the events at the preliminary design meeting made me cautious about expressing 


















Chapter 2: The Production Process 
2.1: Crafting the Lighting Idea 
 
Once I received the final scenic package [see rendering in Appendix A], I was 
able to start building the lighting ideas that we had been discussing over the past few 
months. The hang plot, which is normally composed of basic ideas and added 
positions, needed to solve many of the restrictions of the space early. The scenic 
design presented me with numerous challenges such as a ceiling, multiple levels, 
surrounding walls, many hanging practicals, and just the fact that it occupied the 
entire Kogod Theatre. Beyond the physical challenges, the nature of a musical in an 
immersive setting added another layer of complexity and required detail. Since this 
was my first time working on such an immersive production, I struggled at first with 
where to begin. Normally, I plot big ideas and gestures of light first so that the space 
in the lighting rig is reserved for the ideas that further the story, rather than a front 
light that might only assist in providing visibility. The challenge became that the 
directors gave limited pre-visualization at this early stage, desiring to interact 
organically with the real space as much as possible and place actors in visually 
interesting places as they found them. I completely understood and respected this 
desire, but felt limited early in my ability to add specifics to my plot due to the very 
large available canvas of the scenic design. I was later able to walkthrough the script 
with the directors and gather rough blocking ideas that proved to be invaluable.  
When it came to laying out the basics of the plot, I referred back to my 
concept, research, and the conversations we had been having as a team. I first worked 




what lighting tools would be required to fulfill my design. I established forty-one 
lighting areas: twenty-one for the main three spaces, twenty through the audience [see 
2.2: Area Layout]. This allowed me control and a unified look throughout the entire 
space. While going through this process, I discovered the tool I needed was the 
flexibility of moving lights. The Kogod inventory only contained a small number of 
moving mirror accessories which I knew would be insufficient to cue an entire 
musical within the immersive environment. I worked closely with both the Clarice 
staff and 4Wall Entertainment to identify and rent fixtures with the needed features 
and that were small, powerful, and quiet. I was thrilled with what we found and while 
I wish there had been the budget to rent a few more of them, the two we were able to 
acquire were invaluable tools in the room. I also requested and negotiated space for 
two followspots and operators, knowing that their flexibility as moving key lights and 
presentational nature would serve my design well. 
The main issue I discovered while creating the plot was how to physically get 
light into every area. I needed to add positions that would allow me to do a heavy 
hang of low back and sidelight that could cut underneath the many chandeliers. This 
area of lighting was crucial to the design, as it was the driving angle for creating the 
harsh, shadowy light of lust. In addition, every light coming from the grid had to be 
checked with precision to ensure that the shot would clear every chandelier. Often, 
there was only one exact spot a light could hang to be able to hit the desired area. 
This led to many careful choices to allow for the most flexibility within a given area. 
The tightest hang of the plot was the ceiling slot, up-center stage. Because of 




ceiling and the visual prominence needed for the mural designed for the wall, I knew 
I needed a position built into the ceiling. Emily and I were in close communication 
and negotiation on this position and ultimately settled on a position that gave us both 
what we wanted visually. Despite only having an 18-inch opening to work with, I 
decided to employ a heavy hang of cyc lights, backlight, and specials where every 
light had to be hung and checked with precision to make the desired shot while not 
blocking another light. Because of the needed flexibility for the mural and the very 
limited space, I went with LED cyc units to wash the mural with color and mood. 
Ultimately this choice led to difficulties during tech, but at the time I felt like that was 
my only option given the space restrictions. 
 One angle I wish I had fought harder for was the inclusion of footlight. This 
angle was very prominent in my research and while the directors loved the idea of 
footlights, they were unwilling to dedicate space to the idea. This was unfortunate, as 
I felt like this dramatic angle would have especially dynamic in the space and fit the 
theatricality of the world we were creating. I placed some under the stairs where they 
could fit and be out of the way, but their shot was limited and I wished at many points 
for the ability to cover the entire space with this angle. 
 With all these and other challenges that arose as I completed the final lighting 
plot, constant communication and flexibility were vital. My fellow designers, the 












2.3: Lighting Plot 
















2.4: Paperwork  


























































































































2.5: Reflections from the Designer Run 
 
For The Wild Party, it was essential to see rehearsals, what the breadth of the 
show had become, and what was being created in the staging. With the immersive 
quality of the show, these were my opportunities to see the full scope of how, and 
where, Scot and Alvin were shaping each moment. I went into each rehearsal keeping 
in my mind both my concept and the story we were aiming to tell. 
 The designer run was especially valuable to my process. While watching the 
run, I marked my script with cue placements, basic blocking notes, and quick notes 
about the purpose of each potential cue. These notes later formed the starting point 
for the cue structure that I worked from during tech. I also thought about the show in 
general terms, looking at how the staging and choreography would work with the 
design elements. While I had many thoughts about the staging, because of the 
previous misunderstandings with one of the directors I kept my opinions to myself 
and prepared to light what was in front of me.  
 After the run, I looked through my various notes and compared them to the 
plot to make sure that I had covered all areas, confirming there was nothing I had 
previously overlooked or that needed adjustment. It was at this point that I was able to 
start adding specificity into the plot for particular moments through added specials 
and small tweaks to the previous draftings. I informed the shop about these new 






Chapter 3: The Tech Process 
3.1: Designing during Tech 
 
 As the technical rehearsals approached, we ran into many bumps in the road 
that had to be overcome before we could begin the tech. Some of our issues were 
normal and easily solved. Others I feel like could have possibly been avoided. 
 About mid-way during the build, the Electrics Shop discovered that the table 
lamps built by Properties and the light bulb type I had selected did not match. 
Because of their proximity to the audience, I had chosen vintage shaped light bulbs in 
keeping with the styles of the 1920’s and early 1930’s. The issue became that the 
sockets built into the table lamps were too small to fit what I had designed. This was 
an unfortunate discovery because the bulb shipment had been in for months and the 
budget was very tight. I made a swap using other bulbs that were in stock and 
ultimately the change worked out well, but I wish there had been a way to make the 
period lamps work.  
 Another challenge that arose was the rigging for the dropdown electrics on the 
sides of the stage. These were crucial positions for the sidelight and low backlight of 
the show. At one point, the riggers decided that instead of a single pipe with both 
over- and under-hung lights, they wanted to rig two pipes: one for the over units and 
another for the under units. I was more than happy for people with more expertise 
than myself to look at my drawings and interpret the best course of action to achieve 
my design. However, this change was not communicated to me until I was in the 
space looking at the positions already half rigged. By the time they had finished the 




movement like I had requested. They were not focusable during the lighting focus 
call, producing a long list of to-do’s and a fair amount of anxiety. I believe if either 
side had opened up a dialogue regarding these positions earlier, we could have 
discussed the various potential pitfalls and important details to keep in mind while 
creating those positions. As it stands, I wish I had flagged these positions for more 
discussion based on the complexity and precision needed for the hang. I also learned 
that situations such as would benefit from constant communication to ensure both 
sides know the other’s goals and limitations. 
 On the Tuesday of tech week, the cast did nearly a full run of the show and I 
cued over-top of the run with work lights on. I love this first moment to sketch in 
lighting ideas without the pressure of being watched. I felt like I started getting a 
good sense of how the lighting rig interacted with the other elements of the show and 
established a few building block cues. Our official start of tech began on Wednesday 
with dry tech, a day for the designers to start working in the space without the cast. I 
used this time to get a lot of the pre-show prep work into the console, including 
groups and moving light focuses. 
 The full-on tech process for the show went smoothly overall. We started with 
a slower pace than I would have liked. The directors were very invested in the 
technical elements and had many notes for me as I was starting to write the cues. 
Their attention to detail was great, but I felt at times that the process slowed down a 
lot because we focused on the intensity of a wall sconce instead of the un-lit person 
nearby. On one of our first breaks I reached out to the directors and proposed a goal: 




back during my notes times to sculpt and refine cues. United under this common goal 
we soon established a rhythm and a dialogue in the room and were able to greatly 
increase the pace. We made it through the entire show by Saturday afternoon, 
allowing us to run and fix the first act in the evening. Our first run of the entire show 
on Sunday went very well overall. As expected, I learned a lot from this run and did 
notes quickly on fly in addition to compiling multiple pages of notes. 
My biggest note was the lighting on the centerpiece mural. As I mentioned 
before, I had chosen to go with LED cyc lights out of the desire for flexibility with 
limited space. As a team, we had long discussed using the mural as a cyclorama of 
sorts. We hoped to flexibly light it with color to support the emotional journey of the 
show. During the first few days of tech, I learned the limitations of LED technology 
while trying to support this. The mural had a lot of muted greens, reds, and yellows 
with a strong gold base. My challenge became that the moment I tried to shift the 
color of the mural away from shades of amber or yellow, the painting instantly started 
looking muddy, flat, and dead. For a show as complicated and ultimately as dark as 
The Wild Party, this was a major setback. Brian MacDevitt, my advisor and mentor, 
suggested I look for ways to bring specificity of highlight and shadow back into the 
mural. He believed that by interjecting those back into the painting, I might be able to 
re-introduce color shifts without compromising it. With his advice in hand, I went 
about trying to solve the problem. I chose to repurpose some lights that had not found 
their place in the show yet into two new systems: a system of texture across the whole 




women, and monkeys). The moment I introduced these new tools into the first cue, I 
knew I had made a successful decision. 
Over the next couple days, I spent the afternoons cueing through the show on 
my own, and I was able to get through almost the entire show. I worked on all of the 
notes that I had compiled as well as the specific areas that most troubled the directors. 
I knew I had to follow through on my commitments to address their notes prior to 
moving forward with other priorities. Over the next evenings of tech we did runs of 
the show, which continued to improve. I made it a priority to break away from the 
tech table after Tuesday night to start watching the show from multiple different 
angles. Because of the immersive quality of the show and the potential for the 
audience to witness the action from a wide variety of vantage points, I knew I 
couldn’t stay stationary from run to run. Both my assistants and I spread out and 
recorded notes of moments that needed further attention so that the story was 
effectively revealed no matter where you sat. I was very careful throughout this 
process to not compromise the original intent or directionality of the cue while 
accommodating for visibility issues. 
On the evening of our last run, I was very pleased with where we had come 
with the show and I left that night proud of what we had created. I felt like we had 
traveled a long, and at times rough, journey together but that we were stronger for it. 





































































































Chapter 4: Production Photographs 





4.2: Out Of The Blue 
  “With each intensifying melody leading her from thoughts of nostalgic longing to a 















4.5: Maybe I Like It This Way 
  
“The club around her slowly melts away with the delicate piano strains, leaving 




4.6: What Is It About Her? 
  
“Around Burrs, the club fractures into shadow as his pain builds into an inner 




4.7: Make Me Happy 
  
“Groggy and drunk, he stumbles through smoky shafts of fragmented 
gaslight desperately searching for her amongst the shadows…His broken 
heart snaps in anger and the vengeful gaslight flares with the blasts of the 





4.8: Make Me Happy 
“His broken heart snaps in anger and the vengeful gaslight flares with the 









4.10: How Did We Come To This? 
  
“A lonely ray of silvery moonlight stretches through the door left open by Black, 
carving the devastated Queenie out from the suffocating darkness. The inky 




Chapter 5: Final Reflection 
 As I look back on the production of The Wild Party, I am filled with a sense of 
pride. While the production was not perfect, I believe that there was a strong unity in 
the overall weight of the show between all of the designers. Our collaboration was 
strong throughout the process, keeping the story front and center and establishing an 
environment that served the musical in a strong (if unique) way. 
 I am also proud of the lighting design itself. I think I took risks and 
emboldened my design beyond my earlier sensibilities. I brought light into the space 
as another character that was strong, dynamic, violent, and muscular at times while 
being delicate, mournful, beautiful, and soothing during others. The piercing end of 
Act 1; the fractured beams during “Make Me Happy”; and the simplicity of the 
single, tragic ray of moonlight cutting through the open pocket door for “How Did 
We Come To This” continue to stand out in my mind for their expression and 
dynamics. 
 Given the opportunity, there are many things I would change. Looking back, 
there are points where I feel like the show was lit too tastefully. There is a grit and 
darkness to the piece that I believe I could have accentuated more at certain moments. 
Some of these adjustments came from the directors and the style of their blocking. 
But overall, I would reduce the number of lights on at some moments in order to 
darken and dirty the look, bringing us more in line with my single-source film noir 
research. Furthermore, I would continue to work on the mural to ensure that each and 




at a given moment. I believe that overall I made significant adjustments and lit the 
mural well, but I would also have loved to keep tweaking it to make it perfect. 
 When I reflect on the production of The Wild Party as a whole, I am left 
asking myself some of the same questions that the audience might ask us. How did 
shifting the setting to a nightclub propel the story forward? I think it pushed the 
vaudeville careers of Burrs, Queenie, and others to the forefront. While I think that 
the more presentational music numbers benefitted from the change, others lacked an 
intimacy that the apartment would have provided. Did the more presentational style 
detract from the grit and darkness inherent in the piece? I specifically lost the 
darkness of Burrs’ character, as we never saw firsthand his violent nature until the 
end. Having narrators tell us about his past is very different from showing us. 
Queenie never truly felt in danger because of this so the hazard of rejecting Burrs for 
Black was minimal. I also believe this is where the change in setting may have hurt 
us. Instead of a dark, dingy apartment we were in a much cleaner, almost elegant bar. 
Fear and danger were not innate inhabitants to that space. Did removing the sexual 
nature from Queenie and Black’s relationship do the characters a disservice? I think 
specifically that the stakes for Burrs’ deterioration were not high enough. Without the 
inciting event of catching Queenie and Black in the act, the fracturing of his mental 
state to the point of attempting murder ran hollow for me. 
 I am very proud of The Wild Party. I believe I showed a wide breadth of styles 
with a great range of color, movement, sculpting, and timing. I think I broke many 
molds people might say about my designs and me. I left on opening night proud of 




 Appendix A:  Scenic Design Rendering 
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